Sharing Web Layers to Your ArcGIS Organization
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Engage with the public
Share your maps, apps, and data with others
Which web layer type should you choose?
Performance, capabilities, and data source considerations

- Web Feature Layer
- Web Tile Layer
- Vector Tile Layer
- Map Image Layer
- Web Scene Layer
- Imagery Layer
- Elevation Layer
Publishing web layers

DEMO
Summary

• **Demo 1:** Publish selected layers as web feature layer
  - Right-click on layer(s) → Share As Web Layer

• **Demo 2:** Publish as web tile layer
  - Generate Map Server Cache Tiling Scheme tool (optional)
  - Share → Web Layer

• **Demo 3:** Publish layers referencing data registered to a federated server
  - ArcGIS Enterprise only

• **Demo 4:** Publish 3D content as web scene
Please Take Our Survey on the Esri Events App!

1. Download the Esri Events app and find your event.
2. Select the session you attended.
3. Scroll down to find the survey.
4. Complete Answers and Select “Submit”.

Title and Description Consistent with Content
Low (1) – High (5)

Well Organized/Clear Presentation
Low (1) – High (5)

Public Speaking Skills
Low (1) – High (5)

The content of this workshop was relevant to my work
No (1) – Yes (5)